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Eidolon is the sequel to Radiance and book two in the Wraith Kings series.In a bid for more
power, the Shadow Queen of Haradis unleashes a malignant force into the world. Her son
Brishen, younger prince of the Kai royal house, suddenly finds himself ruler of a kingdom
blighted by a diseased darkness. His human wife Ildiko must decide if she will give up the man
she loves in order to save his throne. Three kingdoms on the verge of war must unite to save
each other, and a one-eyed, reluctant king will raise an army of the dead to challenge an army of
the damned. A tale of alliance and sacrifice.

While Zombie Culture covers a specialty topic for horror and cinema libraries, such collections
will find its discussions wide-ranging and important. ― Midwest Book ReviewAbout the
AuthorShawn McIntosh is lecturer in the Strategic Communications Program and Columbia
University's School of Continuing Education.Marc Leverette is assistant professor of media
studies in the Department of Speech Communications at Colorado State University.
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azteclady, “Same level of excellence as Radiance.. Please note, this a fantasy series, with
graphic descriptions of heterosexual sex between the two main protagonists. If you like your
fantasy ~pure~ and/or your romance chaste, these stories are not for you. There's also quite a
bit of violence.Radiance ends with an epilogue involving Brishen’s mother, and Eidolon starts
with a very intense prologue dealing with the immediate, and catastrophic, consequences of that
scene.While I found the former an intimate book, despite involving a couple of subplots and
pretty intricate worldbuilding, this second installment is much wider in scope, following two
separate, more defined plotlines.One follows the only survivor of royal blood from the massacre
at the palace in Haradis, a yet-to-be-named infant daughter to Prince Harkuf Kashkem,
Brishen’s older brother and heir apparent to the throne. Saved and protected by three characters
who, while lowly in worldly terms, prove to be brave, loyal, and, above all, resourceful, her
survival means the continuation of the royal line, and of Haradis as a kingdom.The other deals
with how the invasion of the galla, demons who feed both of the living and their fear, affects not
just the daily life at the royal garrison of Saggara, where Brishen and Ildiko live, but also how the
changes in the political landscape–namely, the succession, as no one but her three protectors
knows about the young unnamed Queen’s survival–affect their very marriage.As I said above,
the story’s scope covers the whole world, as the threat of the galla is to every living thing, not just
the Kai, so aside from Ildiko, Brishen, and the secondary characters we meet in Radiance, there
are a number of characters from groups that are mentioned in passing in Radiance, that play
pivotal roles in the plot of Eidolon.The worldbuilding remains top notch; there’s expansion on the
mythology, but there are no contradictions and what retconning is there is truly seamless. The
writing voice is very engaging, both in the action scenes as in the quiet, intimate ones.As a
reader of genre romance, I adored how the relationships are handled here.There are
misunderstandings between Ildiko and Brishen, but there is no contrived ‘big mis’ putting them
in TSTL-romance-protagonist territory. Instead, we have two adults dealing with the natural
frictions that come from seismic changes in their circumstances, especially considering that
their marriage is still barely a year old, and that they’re still discovering each other and the many
cultural differences between them.They hurt each other more than once, without meaning to, as
they try to come to terms with what is, while wishing for what was. I am very glad that we readers
are able to see how both characters process each obstacle and stumble, how they change and
grow, individually and as a couple.We see more of Anhuset and Serovek, whose romantic
subplot continues here, and culminates in the third book, The King of Ippos. I say, ‘we see more’,
because while the tension between them, what with Serovek pretty open attraction to Anhuset
and her contemptuous resistance to the very idea of a flirtation–let alone a relationship–, most of
what’s on the page is either from Ildiko and/or Brishen’s point of view, and in service of the larger
plot. And still, Ms Draven manages to give them depth and hint at a rich internal life of their own.I
also enjoyed very much the dynamic between Kirgipa, Necos and Dendarah, the young Queen’s



protectors, and, frankly, had hoped to find a short story about the first two somewhere, as we
see the tender beginnings of a romance between them, woven through the more harrowing
details of their flight from Haradis. Alas, apparently there’s nothing available–so far.2Just like the
first one, I inhaled this book in one sitting, totally lost in the world of the Kai, and fully invested in
the fate of all the characters. I finished it, then spent the day thinking about it, and re-reading
some parts. The only weakness I found, and this is of course both subjective and a minor
complaint, was in the later chapters.I found the scenes with the Wraith Kings in Baradis, and
later in Saggara, just a bit less polished, a bit more hand-wavey than the rest. And while I
appreciate wanting closure on the Brishen/Secmis thing, I found the Deus Ex Machina just a bit
jarring, a writing choice that doesn’t quite rise to the level of the rest of the writing. But again, this
is all very subjective.Like Radiance before it, Eidolon gets a 9.00 out of 10.”

Teri A Dugan, “Continues to be delightful reading!. Sequels can sometimes disappoint. This one
was as entertaining as Radiance. The characters continue to delight. The dialogue remains witty.
The pacing well done. Thus time, however I cried, not one delicate tear, the ugly cry. Character
development. Also the author is facing down cancer. I can't afford to donate on the go fund me
page. (My own medical issues.) However, I do have an Amazon account and gift cards. If you
have Kindle Unlimited, my understanding is authors are paid for each page read. So if you love
fantasy, A love story that won't make you vomit, and action, please try this series. Off to order the
next book!”

Jennifer V, “Great story. Such an an amazing read... this story had everything... the characters
had such depth to them... you felt their love and devotion to each other... I'm definitely looking
forward to future works from this author.”

WendyMW, “Masterful story telling. Masterful story telling. This is a world you can truly get lost
in. Well developed characters, places you can picture and a story line you can’t just guess. I’ve
enjoyed this read tremendously.”

Jessica Johnson, “4 Starred Sequel!. Eidolon is the second in the Wraith Kings series and we
continue Brishen and Ildko’s story. But all is not a happy story as we start out with the fall of the
royal family. And now the former unimportant ‘spare heir’ Brishen finds himself to have to serve
as king with a human wife who will not be able bear him children to continue the family line.We
have their continuing love story with complications and an unknown future for the entire
kingdom. We do get much more action with this one as we have a battle that has to happen and
Brishen will risk everything. And what decision will Ildiko have to make? We have a love or duty
strain going on. But reading the story we know something else is coming that could change
everything!And we still have the sexual tension between Serovek and Anhuset to come! Their
story is book three and I am really looking forward to it: They constantly bicker, but Serovek is



fun and flirty while Anhuset is a stubborn badass. I have really enjoyed her in the two previous
books as I always enjoy a strong female character, and look forward to learning more about her
and see her shine!I have enjoyed both Radiance and Eidolon, along with Brishen and Ildiko’s
story. They are just perfect for each other despite the many differences they overcame in
Radiance. Romance is not my main genre of choice, but I have enjoyed this series so far and
giving both a 4 star reviews says something for Draven’s writing!”

Micky - bookphenomena, “Favourite fantasy couple. Radiance knocked me out with its epic story
and the memorable couple, so much so that I didn't think it could be beaten. Eidolon blew me
away, completely. Where Radiance is a political and cultural exploration with a relationship-
driven plot, Eidolon focuses on the kind of creatures that make the best fantasy reads and
longevity of relationships. It is a rather chilling read and starts in a way that sends a shiver down
your spine. I'm easily scared and the Galla were written in a way that both creeped me out and
revolted me. I had wondered what more could come for Ildiko and Brishen but I had totally
underestimated the evil in these lands.This book evoked so many feelings in me over Ildiko and
Brishen's relationship, that I had to pause at 60%, then 70%. These two just may be one of my
favourite couples of all time. What talent Grace Draven has to make them so beloved to me
when they were once physically repugnant to one another. I see the beauty of these two both
separately and together.This author and series are now a fast favourite and I am beyond excited
about the next book and the couple who will feature. I can only imagine the goodness in store. If
you're looking for a different read, with characters of depth, a great fantasy story and a love that
makes you long, then this is your series. Go forth and read!”

Beckie Bookworm, “This author just has such a way with words. Ildiko cupped Brishen’s face.
“It’s so dark in here. Except for your eye, I can’t see you.” He kissed her, tracing her lips with the
tip of his tongue, before sliding into her mouth to gently tease her tongue. When he pulled back,
they were both gasping. “That’s not true,” he said between planting more kisses across her
forehead, cheeks and nose. “Dark or not, you see me. From that first day in the gardens at Pricid
—our wedding day—you’ve always seen me.”This is the conclusion to Brishen and Ildiko story
and this started where we left off in its predecessor with the Shadow Queen of Haradis in her
quest for power unwittingly unleashing a living nightmare onto the populace of the land.The
Galla malevolent creatures of cruelty that feed on magic and leave nothing but a trail of death
and destruction in their wake cut a path across the countryside hunting the fleeing Kai as they
lay waste to all in their path, none is safe from these demons neither Kai or human stands a
chance against the dark stain spreading and infecting the land.The Humans and Kai now have
to join forces to contain this threat to there very existence and as magic brought them forth so it
must be used to banish them back into the dark abyss they sprang forth from.The answer Wraith
Kings of kai and human alike to summon the dead and coral the Galla back to whence they
came.There is also some added strife between Brishen and Ildiko brought forth because of there



current circumstances and the weight of now holding the crown.“Privilege,” she said gently,
“gives the crown its shine. Duty gives it its weight. It’s because you are now king that you can’t do
as you wish. The person you are—honorable, brave—will do what’s required.”This has two
separate story arcs on a collision course one the new king and his queen and what he must do
to save his people and secure the crown and two palace guards escorting a nursemaid and her
precious charge to safety.Like the first book, this still felt very medieval in its setting and
execution.I adored the old day's fantasy vibe it gave off.The prose used here was just so
beautifully lyrical and I appreciated this just as much as when I first read this a few years
back.This author just has such a way with words and has yet to produce anything yet that I
haven't adored.As well as the action in this one this is also such an exquisite love story.“I would
have been content to live my life as just Brishen,” he whispered into her hair. “Who was loved by
Ildiko.”This duet is up there with my favourite reads of all time and is one I really do recommend
highly.”

K. G. A. Alavi, “Duty. A great book. A big story. The fate kingdom, possibly the world, and the
marriage stands in the ballance.Duty brought these two together, now it threatens to tear the
apart. That is if they survive. That is a big if with a demon invasion in progress. What sacrifice will
be necessary, who will be willing to make it and what/who are the Wraith Kings.A great
emotionally charged sequel. I can see many big stories coming out of this book. I love the
honour and sacrifice in this book. I can't wait to see what is next.”

The book by Capcom has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,585 people have provided feedback.
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